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Now I'm not going to find anything that works for mkv files but I think you may get some information from these links. A: I've
had the same problem and was not able to find a solution. I solved it by downloading mkvtoolnix, which is a software package
that allows us to manipulate videos (frames, metadata, video and audio streams, embedded subtitles). It has three main tools:

mkvinfo which shows information about a.mkv file, mkvextract which is used to extract the video stream, and mkvmerge which
merges the streams of multiple.mkv files and adds audio and subtitles if needed. The problem is that.mkv is a container and not
a format. Most media players don't understand it. You need to convert the video to a different format. You can use ffmpeg, this
guide shows how: Note that ffmpeg may need to have the proper permissions to write to the directory where you want to save

your new.mkv file. You will also have to disable the.mkv as a container type. Add these lines to your.pitivirc file:
ffmpeg.avdevice.outputdevice=pipe ffmpeg.avdevice.inputdevice=null ffmpeg.avdevice.format=mov Q: How to execute

javascript function with PHP I'm trying to make a website that will have a button where the user can take a test of his
knowledge about games. Once the user clicks this button, a javascript function will be called and it will be shown to the user that
his score is being recorded. I've been told to use PHP in order to execute the function. The problem I'm facing is that I've never
used php before and the function I'd like to execute is quite complex so I need some help with how to do it. Is there a specific

way to execute a javascript function with PHP? I
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